YEAR 4 – AUTUMN TERM
TRANSPORT.
Design Technology:
Design and make a land yacht
using wheels, axles and a sail.
Investigate the Bloodhound
Supersonic Car Project.
Art:
Art Deco style aeroplane art
Study of the sketches of
Leonardo DaVinci’s inventions.
Sketch imaginary vehicles in the
style of DaVinci.
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Cross-Curricular Maths:
Statistics
· Road Traffic Survey– using
tally charts and
pictograms/bar charts.
Money
· Children calculate the cost of
travelling to various
locations across the world.
Time
· Children read and interpret
bus/ plane timetables.
Measures:
· Reading maps and interpreting
scales to calculate
distances

We will be reading a range of
texts linked to our study of
Transport including ‘The Boy
Who Biked the World’ by Alastair
Humphreys, ‘Sky Chasers’ by
Emma Carroll and ‘Migration –
Incredible Animal Journeys’ by
Mike Unwin. Writing opportunities
will include writing instructions
and non- chronological reports,
adventure stories and fables. In
our daily Reading lessons, we
will be developing the skills of
summarizing, predicting,
retrieving information and
developing and broadening
vocabulary.
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